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Environetics Welcomes Mary Beth Di Figlia, AIA
Environetics is proud to announce the addition of Mary Beth Di Figlia, AIA, as a Senior Associate. Mary Beth will
provide leadership in the firm expanding the culture and brand of Environetics as a highly integrated A/E/I practice
known for thought leadership, innovation, collaboration and ultra-responsive service.
Previously a Principal with Winter Street Architects in Salem, MA and Kling Stubbins (Jacobs) in Philadelphia Mary
Beth joins Environetics with 23 years of significant experience in large, complex projects for the corporate,
pharmaceutical, healthcare and higher education markets. Her past clients include Vanguard, Merck & Co.,
Alexandria Real Estate Equities, Inc., Medtronic, Wyeth (Pfizer), Cephalon, DuPont, Harvard Medical School, Hospital
of the University of Pennsylvania, Johnson & Johnson, Novo Nordisk and the University of Massachusetts.
A thoughtful champion of design excellence Mary Beth combines architectural vision with strategic business thinking
offering clients an innovative approach to solve their unique challenges. Mary Beth is a registered architect, NCARB
Certified and licensed to practice in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
“I am excited to return to Philadelphia and embrace my new role at Environetics and work alongside a diverse group
of creative individuals,” says Mary Beth.
“We are thrilled to have Mary Beth join Environetics. She brings to the firm a wealth of knowledge and strategic
thinking that complements our team. She will be a valuable asset working with the leadership team to shape the
direction of our professional practice, mentoring staff and expanding our reach into current and new markets,” says
Jeff Morgan, AIA, Principal.
The addition of Mary Beth to the Environetics team strengthens the firm’s expertise, complimenting recent project
experience with such clients as CSL Behring, Accolade, ViroPharma, FMC, The College of New Jersey, Lourdes Health
System, and University Medical Center of Princeton.
About Environetics
Collaborating with clients, whose values they share, Environetics seeks to create environments that make a positive
difference in the lives of their users and for the community.
Environetics is a full-service architecture, interior design, engineering, and planning firm specializing in the corporate,
academic, healthcare, industrial, hospitality and retail markets. With independently owned offices located in
Philadelphia, New York, New Jersey and Los Angeles, and over 110 staff the alliance can access a broad geographic
area and knowledge base to better serve our clients. For more information please contact Sara Jones at (215) 525
4849 x106 or sjones@environetics-pa.com
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